Abstract. In this paper, we study the observability inequality on a kind of linear parabolic equation.To show the observability estimate, we first derive the inequalities about the norms of the solution and its gradient, then reduce a lemma of inequality from a corollary directly [1] . At last, combing these inequalities with Nash inequality and Poincare inequality, we give the proof of the observability estimate.
Introduction
As we all know that observability estimate is a key in optimal control problem of linear partial differential equation, especial for the ones governed by linear parabolic equations. Observability can derive both exact controllability and approximate controllability directly or with some relevant conditions.Especially, in time optimal control problems, we often obtain null-controllability through observability estimate, to show the existence and bang-bang property of time optimal control problems [2] [3] [4] [5] .To the best of our knowledge, the observability estimates of parabolic equation system are main about the heat equation through Carleman inequality [6] [7] [8] , or about semilinear parabolic equation with a discontinuous coefficient in one-dimension,or the case of coefficient with bounded variations of one-dimension,which proof relies on global Carleman estimate.But in the n-dimension case( 2 n ≥ ), the observability estimate of linear parabolic equation which coefficient has bounded variations is seldom talked about because the observability estimate dosen't completely rely on the corresponding Carleman inequality at all.
In this paper, consider the controlled system
where 0 y is a function in ) ( 2 Ω L ,and ) , ( ⋅ ⋅ u is a control function take from the set of functions as follow: . To obtain the observability estimate, with the similar method in [9] [10] , we first derive the inequalities of the solution and the gradient ) ( 2 Ω L norms, then reduce an inequality lemma about the initial and the final state from a corollary [1] directly. At last, combing the these inequalities with some other inequalities such as Nash inequality and Poincare inequality so on, we give the proof of the observability estimate.
The Observability Estimate of Linear Parabolic Equation
In order to get the observability estimate, we consider the linear parabolic equation (2) corresponding to system(1.1).
convenience, we denote
Theorem2.1(observability estimate)Let T . Then there is a constant ( , , )
Before proving the estimate theorem, we give three lemmas bellowing for proving the observability estimate, of which lemma2.1 is deduced from the corollary directly(see [1] 
x t ψ satisfies the estimate:
where (0,1)
x t ψ of (2.1) satisfies the following two estimates: for any 
where ( , ) x t ψ ψ = , then by Poincare inequality we obtain 
(ii). Since 
where
Let 1 β α β = − ,and by Nash inequality and Poincare inequality, 0
Combine the above three estimates, we gain
Since , 0 ε δ > are arbitrary, let 
Step 2. Let E be a subset of positive measure in (0, ) T ,let  be a density point of E, using proposition 2.1 [9] ,for each 1
,depending on τ and E, such that the sequence
Next, let
We apply the above estimate to get
Recall that by lemma 2.2.
where let  
, furthermore, to keep the exponent of τ in accordance with subscript  of ( , )
, and 
The proof of observability estimate theorem is now completed.
